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MR Neurography, or Resonance Neurography, also referred to 
as MR Imaging of Peripheral Nerves, is a complicated technique 
that's useful for diagnosing disorders of the peripheral nerves 
beyond the vertebral canal. It’s especially beneficial for patients 
with:

• Persistent nerve-related manifestations regardless of ordinary 
or ambiguous routine spine imaging, and 

• Specific nerve anomalies on electromyelography 

MR Neurography can image nerves anywhere within the 
body, although it's most ordinarily utilized in the diagnosis of 
abnormalities of the plexus brachialis, nerve plexus, thoracic 
outlet, and sciatic nerves. Which usually require a two- to three-
week waiting period after abnormalities are often detected. MR 
Neurography is extremely almost like a standard MRI. Having 
the ability to look at the nerves helps physicians to localize the 
location of nerve injury and diagnose the underlying etiology.

Within the design of DWI neurography sequences, it's also 
critical to realize adequate fat suppression. Use of spectral 
fat-suppression techniques, like spectral presaturation with 
inversion recovery or Spectral Attenuated Inversion Recovery 
(SPAIR), Peripheral nerves are well-organized tubular structures. 
A layer of animal tissue called endoneurium surrounds axons 
and myelin sheaths. All the nerve fascicles are covered by the 
foremost external and dense layer of animal tissue that envelops 
peripheral nerves called epineurium.

When diffusion motion-probing gradients are applied 
perpendicular to the main axis of a peripheral nerve, water 
diffusion restriction are often detected at this level. Other 

structures like vessels, lymph nodes, or fluid collections can also 
show restriction of free water diffusion within the axial plane, 
and their appearance may overlap thereupon of nerves; this 
is often a possible pitfall. DWI neurography requires specific 
postprocessing to enhance the study of neurographic images 
“at a look.” Using techniques like multiplanar reconstruction and 
maximum intensity projection, nonnerve structures with high 
signal intensity are often manually removed. One of the most 
advantages of DWI neurography is its high background contrast, 
because the inner sequence design suppresses most of the signal 
coming from neighbouring structures near the peripheral nerve.

Clinical uses
The main effect of magnetic resonance neurography is on the 
assessment of the enormous proximal nerve components, 
for example, the brachial plexus the lumbosacral plexus, the 
sciatic nerve in the pelvis, just as different nerves, for example, 
the pudendal nerve that follow profound or complex courses. 
Neurography has likewise been useful for further developing 
picture determination in spine issues. It can assist with recognizing 
which spinal nerve is really bothered as an enhancement to 
routine spinal MRI. Standard spinal MRI just exhibits the life 
systems and various circle swells, bone spikes or stenosis that 
could possibly really cause nerve impingement side effects. 

Many nerves, like the middle and ulnar nerve in the arm or the 
tibial nerve in the tarsal passage, are simply beneath the skin 
surface and can be tried for pathology with electrocardiography; 
however this method has consistently been hard to apply for 
profound proximal nerves. 


